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Functional restyling
for the CTA lcd brackets
CTA introduces its TV supports with a new, safe and strong locking system and
improved comfort for users: less vibrations and clearance between components
and a simplified handling system.
Words Giorgio Carpi

n recent years, the number of European manufacturers who have
chosen the TV stand CTA has increased steadily, the excellent
mechanical performance and the quality of the materials chosen,
were the basis of this success. The range consists of over thirty models,
which are suitable for any kind of configuration of the interior of the
recreational vehicles. The CTA's wide range consists of over thirty
models, light, strong, easy to install. CTA supports are suitable for any
kind of configuration of the interior of the camper: swivel wall mount,
sliding, sliding floor, ceiling mount, ceiling mount guides, rocker, table
or ceiling with bracket for vertical scrolling. Lightweight, strong, easy
installation and usage are the other winning elements that complement the accessory. All movements are clutched by the interposition
between the metal parts of a film of nylon, which allows the tightening in a simple and smooth.
In brackets for LCD TV also has been inserted
the quick function, a mechanism
that allows you to release the
television and use it in
the
bedroom,
living room or
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9PT0096401V10
TFT bracket with mini arm, auto
lock and quick fixing – adjustable
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under the awnings. An important
option is the locking ratchet, a
dedicated accessory to the “After
Market” which locks the joint in a
pre-set position, to make it quicker
mounting the TV in a second
moment.

Dario Bellezze - Sales manager

“We have re-engineered the lock system of our TV holders – says Dario
Bellezze, CTA Marketing Manager – The new mechanic lock is very
strong and keeps the support safe from opening while the vehicle is
moving. We have also improved some of the structural features on our
TV supports, and we have improved comfort for users. We further
lowered vibration and the clearance between mobile components. We have also simplified the handling by
optimizing the friction system. Only a
few models still use the manual
lock system to hold the support in open position
but most of our TV
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Contacts:
Dario Bellezze - Sales Manager
dario@ctapomezia.it

Visit us at the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth F81

Company Profile
TA has a 39 year long experience in the automotive industry, and it is mainly focused on
transforming different kinds of technical vehicles
and structures. It addresses mainly vehicle manufacturers which need not only the design, production and supply of finished products, but also aftersales assistance. Its great experience and organization capacity lead to a rapid development in production; this is what enables the technical department to carry out extremely innovative studies,
while efficiently following up on the progress of
purchased orders. Today CTA works with the most
famous Italian and European RV manufacturers
providing seatbelt anchoring structures, luggage
racks, seat swivels, TV brackets, ladders. All in compliance with European safety standards.
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9PT0096400V10
Tft bracket with mini arm
and auto lock – adjustable

supports don't need it anymore. The big innovation, however, is the locking system: it only takes to softly push the
support to the locked position to have the support fixed by
a simple click. This comes from a particular study of mechanics engineering that allowed us to create a perfect dynamic among functionality, versatility and weight limitation”
Company CTA, has grown up strong of four decades of
experience in the OEM automotive sector. Set up and
managed by a young and professional team, able to
satisfy the different needs required by the firms of
the sector. CTA is predominantly oriented to the
production of structures and to different kind of
vehicle conversion and addresses to those
firms, which require more than just a supplier
but also a valid post-project technical support. Thanks to the experience acquired and
to the versatile management CTA has developed and extended its manufacturing
capabilities. The development was improved with an innovative technical department to follow the production but
without neglecting the continuous research for new product. One of the CTA
goals has always been the support offered
to the OEM manufacturers, therefore in
synergy with other societies in the field.

9PT0084400V10
Tft bracket with mini arm, auto
lock – adjustable

9PT0084401V10
Tft bracket with mini arm, auto
lock and quick fixing – adjustable
9PT0095500V10
Sliding ceiling tft holder with
rotation – adjustable
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